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MediaWiki is a free tool to create and manage wiki sites. A wiki simplifies the creation of a collaborative environment where anyone can participate and contribute without having knowledge about web programming. MediaWiki is the most popular open-source software used for creating wiki sites.

Wikipedia, the biggest online content encyclopedia, is powered by MediaWiki. MediaWiki is enriched with an extraordinary ranges of features. With MediaWiki, content creation is simplified and anyone can participate in a wiki without any deep knowledge about the system. MediaWiki is ideal for running a community-driven site where visitors can create accounts, add contents, and interact with each other. This book is packed with practical steps for you to learn how to build your own MediaWiki-powered website. It will take you through the basics of installing and configuring MediaWiki, advanced formatting,

To use this book, you will need the latest version of Mediawiki, which can be freely downloaded from http://www.mediawiki.org. The steps to get Mediawiki up and running are detailed in Chapter 2. In order to install MediaWiki, we need four components—a web server, a MySQL database server, PHP 5, and MediaWiki files. In this book we assume that you have experience of installing web server, database server, and PHP, or already have them in your machine. But it takes you on a detailed ride through the installation of MediaWiki files.
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Static Analysis of Software: The Abstract Interpretation (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The existing literature currently available to students and researchers is very general, covering only the formal techniques of static analysis.


	This book presents real examples of the formal techniques called "abstract interpretation" currently being used in various industrial fields: railway, aeronautics, space,...
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Engineering Chemistry (as Per VTU)New Age Publications, 2007

	The objective of this book is to present a substantial introduction to the ideas, phenomena and methods of the problems that are frequently observed in mathematics, mathematical physics and engineering technology. The book can be appreciated at a considerable number of levels and is designed for everyone from amateurs to research workmen.
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Logic in Computer Science: Modelling and Reasoning about SystemsCambridge University Press, 2004
"Huth and Ryan explain a variety of fundamental topics in formal computer science logic and help readers understand how to follow and expand on them."   H.J. Bender, Any Language Communications, Inc., CHOICE

"Readers searching for a good book on formal methods will find it here."    Choice     

       The...
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One-to-One Web Marketing: Build a Relationship Marketing Strategy One Customer at a Time, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Markets are becoming increasingly fragmented as the result of global competition. As more companies vie for niche market positions, they spin out a broader array of product and service offerings. The Web, with its relatively low barriers to entry, has accelerated this competition by orders of magnitude. The wide availability of online...
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Windows Communication Foundation Unleashed (WCF)Sams Publishing, 2007
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) is a  new Microsoft technology for allowing software to communicate.  Superseding earlier technologies, such as COM/DCOM, .NET Remoting,  ASP.NET Web Services, and the Web Services Enhancements for .NET, WCF  provides a single solution that is designed to always be the best way  to exchange data among software...
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MATLAB Simulations for Radar Systems DesignCRC Press, 2004

	Simulation is integral to the successful design of modern radar systems, and there is arguably no better software for this purpose than MATLAB. But software and the ability to use it does not guarantee success. One must also:

	

	- Understand radar operations and design philosophy

	- Know how to select the radar parameters...
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